
Dear Dave, 	 9/13/77 

Too bad the fine efforts reported in your 9/8 appear to depress you. I suppose I'd 
expected more because of my 1966 impressions of %dime. They were the greatest young people 
ever and the seminar reactions and that of the speech sere inspirational. I had only slight 
facylty contact, noen that made any impression either way. I recall that the kids were 
unable to get the bigehot William Appelman Williams *x to even attend. 

Please do not let it depress you. ALL It means is that there will be loss to give 
the government for xereses, and one way or another that money will come. Incidently, 
if you can speak to your psychology people to see if they can come up with some funding 
for the CIA's records on mind-caentrol it will take about $180042000 for what I do not 
have. I'd make copies your archive would have eventually and they'd have a set immediately. 
If I can make a deal wiq Hood for copying the records I already have, which includes 
all on the Olson case, I d throw then* in. Again the thesis possibilities are great, aside 
from the value to the faculty, some of whom might want to do something. For this I could 
also provide a source who was once part of it. If there is a good psychologist on the 
good faculty, a collaboration might be good because the original work involved Frederick 
very much and the Olsons were from here, the widow is still here - and silent. Just a 
study of the family after that trauma might be something worthwhile. I have not pushed 
the CIA, which has not provided these records yet, because of the problem of the money. 
But I have all up to those that caused the Turner testimony and the batch that follows, 
not yet released but availableto the Kennedy subcommittee. 

I have not yet received my ticket but I think I sent you a copy of my lc:ter to my 
friend with the travel agency. If not I asked him to arrange for flights that get me to 
Madison just after lunch on the 29th, which would permit a seminar that afternoon, and if 
there is some good fortune, a speech that night. If there is nothing I have a book I want 
to read and annotate. If there are people who want to meet with me, I'll have time for 
that. So nothing is lost except your time. I do appreciate your taking it. 

Of course it also can be the night of the 30th. I can stay over and take a morning 
plane. I made a tentatits reservation at the same motel in that remote event. I also can 
cancel it at no cost. 

What you say of Madison reminds me of the theory of existence by opposites, day by 
comparison with night, life and death, good and bad, that I recall from Plato through 
Boccaccio. I suppose also that this is one of the by-products of the assassinations and 
their official whitewashing. It turns off and dissirits the kids. They see futility only. 

Tee bad there is no connection with the Madison law school. tetween the details of 
the evidence and the experiences with FOIA I think it couldbe worthwhile for them. POIA 
now is used most of all by large corporate interests. Very Establishment. 

I do have transportation from and back to Madison by the dean at Milton. Mm to 
call him when I get to Aadison. 

Anyway, if there is any interest my time is flexible. While I suppose %turdaY 
night is not a good one, I could stay over for that if necessary and return Sunday. I 
would have a slight transportation problem getting to the airport Wednesday rather than 
Thursday, but if tare were something for that night, the 28th, it would workout ably. 
From your letter I expect nothing. I'm merely telling you that any time the last half of 
that week is possible if there is an interest. I'm sorry I do not thiik the Milwaukee 
group can do anythteg. You can tell your CapTimes contact if you'd like. I'llbe at the 
holiday Inn at 4200 East somethingor other, about 3 miles from the airport. 

Many thanks for the real try. "'est to you all, 
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